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Why

Core Competencies

Current Locations
UNITED STATES INDIA

CANADA AUSTRALIA

SINGAPORE MALAYSIA

PHILIPPINES BRAZIL

Upcoming Locations
IRELAND POLAND

PUERTO RICO UNITED KINGDOM

Onboarding Excellence

We possess a refined methodology for sourcing and

onboarding candidates with hard-to-find skills for clients

within defined deadlines by employing an assortment of

innovative sourcing strategies, and a deep familiarity of our

clients’ commitments to pinpoint top talent in niche

industries & specialized fields.

We are a Trusted Staffing & 
Recruitment Partner

Our pledge to furnishing personalized attention &

customized solutions has earned us a reputation as a

trusted staffing & recruitment partner for clients across

industries.

Talent Acquisition Specialists

Our experienced onshore & offshore recruiting teams

have built extensive networks & strong relationships with

candidates, which allows us to quickly & efficiently

replenish hard-to-find positions. We utilize an advanced AI

driven efficient & user-friendly talent management

platform Job Diva to conduct screening processes,

resume parsing, CRM, business intelligence analytics, &

comprehensive assessments to ensure that our

candidates possess the required skills & experience for the

job. Furthermore, we excel at addressing aged

requirements by leveraging our extensive network,

strategic approach to sourcing, & pre-screened talent

pool to quickly identify & engage with qualified

candidates, surpassing our clients' anticipations even in

tight timelines.

About Us
Apidel is a certified WMBE (Women and Minority Based

Enterprise), Illinois-based information technology & staff

augmentation services provider for private and public

clientele. As one of America’s fastest growing private

companies, we provide quick, reliable, and

experienced talent from various backgrounds to reduce

risk and ensure client satisfaction. Utilizing client

focused demand management processes, we

continuously prepare and develop tailor made solutions

to fulfill your niche recruitment needs.
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